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Big trepidation for the Sprint of tomorrow
In the city center of Trento

the Rollerski World Cup

11 Nations in the race, double challenge for two titles, 46 category contests, 200 athletes. These are the most

significant numbers of the two days Rollerski World Cup and Italian Cup, which will take place Saturday 19th and

Sunday 20th in Trento and on Monte Bondone.
Everything is ready in Trento for the big event of the major circuit, for the first time in the city, and there is big
trepidation for the sprint competition, which will be held in the city center. An idea that have been launched many
times, also for the winter version, and that finally will be realized thanks to ASD Charly Gaul Internazionale and APT
Trento, Monte Bondone, Valle dei Laghi.
Already arrived in the city the athletes who will bring to life the competitions.
Last minute registration of Germany with the two athletes Niklas Bender and Andreas Dillemuth.
In the frontrunner entourage will be present the World Cup leader Robin Norum and the teammates Marcus
Fredrikkson and Alfred Busqvist, the Norwegian Ragna Bragvin Andresen and Ludvig Søgnen Jensen, but also the
Russian Evgenij Dement'ev, golden medal in the pursuit and silver medal in the 50 km to the Olympic Games Turin
2006.
The Italian won’t stand watching, with the three cross country skiers of the national team Dietmar Nöckler, Mattia
Pellegrin and Luca Orlandi, besides the rollerski specialists Alessio Berlanda, Emanuele Becchis, Emanuele Sbabo,
Simone Paredi and Sergio Bonaldi.
Concerning the female challenge, the most awaited athlete is the Byelorussian Valiantsina Kaminskaya, with the
Italian Lisa and Anna Orsago, who will try who will try to hinder her.
Amoung the junior, eyes locked on the promising Francesco Becchis.

Tomorrow (Saturday 19th September) the event is starting with the sprint. At 12.30 the official training, at 13.30 the
qualifications of the World Cup, and finals at 14.30.

http://www.mediafire.com/watch/0sepa93cny3ro9d/sprint_e_Bondone_skiroll.mp4
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